CART BUDDY® – General Installation Instructions (all models)

IMPORTANT - Easier and quicker installation is done with two people – One person to lift and hold the seat while the other person installs CART BUDDY.

1. Select both a Driver’s Side and Passenger’s Side CART BUDDY (See Labels on Straps).

2. Lift back of seat up and tilt it forward while it rests on the front hinges. Apply either the Driver’s or Passenger’s Side CART BUDDY. The strap on the CART BUDDY toward the inner side toward the seat should be slid between the space on the seat and under the Plastic Hip Restraint.

3. Next, tap Down on the top of the CART BUDDY to make sure it is all of the way down on the Hip Restraint and check the inner side to make sure it is snug between the seat and the Hip Restraint.

4. Now pull the inner strap down and around the bottom bar of the hip restraint and then pull the outside strap up and fasten it to the inner strap.

5. Repeat the same process for the other side and you are done.

NOTE: on some cart models CART BUDDY may have (2) Straps – front and back, but the installation procedure is the same.

Installing Alone: If you are alone. You can use a cardboard box similar in size to a shoe box to keep the seat raised while you install CART BUDDY. Tilt the seat forward and put the box under the seat between the seat bottom and the cart body toward the center of the seat. This will keep the seat elevated and stable while you install CART BUDDY on both the Driver and Passenger’s Side.